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Abstract: There exist so many techniques for matching two finger print geometry. But this is an algorithm in which divide and conquer 
technique is used in an advanced manner. Here at first, the whole image are fragmented into four segments, and finally the four image segment 
would be chosen from previous different four segments, at first those segments will check the DB Image individually one by one. If the matched 
value would be greater than the threshold value then neighboring pixel matching would proceed further. After checking the whole image, if we 
get the result above threshold value then the two fingerprint images would matched.  
Here the main advantage is that, in the first checking the DB Image would be traversed by four segments, so there exists a better probability to 
get result above threshold value, because if anyone or any two does not fulfill the criteria then the rest can. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

One main aspect for matching two fingerprint geometry is 
that two fingerprint images of same finger may not be 
exactly same to same in every time. For this reason there 
must be a certain threshold value. If the matched result 
would be greater than the threshold value then it will give 
positive result that means the two images are matched. But 
the threshold value must be assigned by the coder. 
In this algorithm first the image would be divided into four 
segments. Then another four different image segments 
would be chosen from previous different image segments 
which must satisfy certain given criteria, then those would 
be called finally selected image segments. This segments 
would traverse one DB Image one by one. 
Here the four segments are taken from nearby centre 
position, and have the better probability to get result above 
threshold value because four segments will   check the 
larger area of DB Image individually. This is the advantage 
for using this algorithm. 
One main thing is that, after traversing the DB Image when 
we get the fixed up pixel regions, they cannot be overlapped 
further else. Because the four image segments from Final 
Image are taken from different area from final image. The 
fixed up image segments can intersect each other at a point 
or at a line. 
After fixing up pixel regions which are matched above 
threshold value, we can proceed further else, that means 
matching of neighboring pixels would be happened. It will 
decide the result which can give positive result, means the 

two fingerprint images (one is DB Image and another is 
Final Image) are matched. 

II. ALGORITHM  

1st, Read 5 or 6 fingerprint images from different angle (say 
DB Images). 
1a: convert images into gray scale image. 
1b: convert gray scale image into binary image. 
 
Finally for matching purpose one fingerprint image would 
be taken (say, Final Image)  
2a: convert final image into gray scale image 
2b: convert this gray scale image into binary image. 
 
The DB Images and Final Image may not be taken from 
same device, so the images may not be of  same size. 
 
Then for matching, 
 
Step-1: calculate the number of pixels along width and in 
length (say m and n) from final image. 
 
Step-2:  Using m, n derive the centre position (p, q) of Final 
Image by  (m+1/2, n/2) or by  (m/2, n+1/2) or by (m+1/2, 
n+1/2) or by (m/2, n/2). 
 
Step-3: Using (p, q) as centre position break the image into 
four segment. 

Step-3a:Identify the bottom right image segment as 
A, bottom left corner image segment as B, upper 
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left corner image segment as C and the upper right 
corner image segment as D.   

 
Step-4: If the number of pixel along width and length of the 
image segments is greater than 10 then go to step1 and 
repeat step2 and step3( up to first part of step 3). 
 
Step-5: Take the upper left corner image segment (say A1) 
of the previous bottom right image segment A,  upper right 
corner image segment (say B1) of the previous bottom left 
image segment B, bottom right corner image segment (say 
C1) of the previous upper left image segment C and bottom 
left corner image segment (say D1) of the previous upper 
right image segment D. 
 

Step5a: If the number of pixel along width and 
length of previously selected image segments (i.e. 
A1, B1, C1, D1) is greater than 10 then go to step4. 
 
Step5b: If the number of pixel along width and 
length of previously selected image segments (i.e. 
A1, B1, C1, D1) is less or equal to 10 then go to step6.   

. 
Step-6: Using the finally selected image segments (i.e. An, 

Bn, Cn, Dn), traverse one db image One by one, pixel by pixel 
in row wise and column wise.  
(Here An, Bn, Cn, Dn are said to be finally selected image 
segments because after breaking an image n+1 times, we 
will get those segments which can full fill the above criteria, 
that means after breaking an image 6 times, if it full fill the 
criteria then we can select one of the finally selected image 
segment say A5 ) 
 

6a: For each traverse with first, finally selected image 
segment An store upper left most pixel    position (a) 
and bottom right most pixel position (b) of DB Image 
and percentage of pixel match (c) during that 
traverse. 
 
6b: For each traverse with second, finally selected 
image segment Bn store bottom left most pixel    
position (d) and upper right most pixel position (e) of 
DB Image  and percentage of pixel match (f) during 
that traverse. 
 
6c: For each traverse with third, finally selected 
image segment Cn store upper left most pixel    
position (g) and bottom right most pixel position (h) 
of DB Image    and percentage of pixel match (i) 
during that traverse. 
 
6d: For each traverse with fourth, finally selected 
image segment Dn store upper right most pixel 
position (j) and bottom left most pixel    position (k) 
of db image    and percentage of pixel match (l) 
during that traverse. 
 

Step-7: Store (a, b, c), (d, e, f), (g, h, i) and (j, k, l) of 
maximum matching of any two simultaneous traverses with 
An, Bn, Cn, Dn. 

 

Step-8: If any one of the maximum matching of pixel(i.e. 
any one of c, f, i or l) is greater than the threshold value, 
then go to step 9, 
Else go to step15. 

 
Step-9: Using the pixel positions of those image segment/s 
fix up the pixel chunk/s in the DB Image (those pixel chunks 
which  match over threshold value). If there exists only one 
chunk then go to step11 directly. Else go to step11.  
 
Step-10: Check those image segments to find the 
intersecting point/s between them (it may be an intersecting 
point or intersecting line). 
 

10a: If the intersecting point/s or line is not found,     then 
check those image segments individually. 

 
10a1: If any two or three image segments are above  
threshold value then take the segment with 
maximum matching an go to step11. 

 
   10b: If the intersecting point/s or line is found, then check  

 
10b1: if  the image segments (those who have 
intersecting point/s or line) are all above threshold 
value then combine those image segments and go 
to step13.  
(after this step, direct checking of neighboring 
pixel checking would be started because the four 
segments are already combined) 
 
10b2:  if any two  or three image segments (those 
who have intersecting point/s or line) is above the 
threshold value and the rest are below threshold 
value, then combine only those image segments 
which are above threshold value then go to step11. 
  

Step-11: Check the DB Image with the total area of four 
segment of one image segment (the segment may be single 
segment just like step 9 or at step 10a1, or may be combined 
segment like step 10b1 or step 10b2) Then go to step 12. 
 
Step-12: After checking of four segments if the percentage 
of pixel matches above threshold value then go to step13. 
Else go to step 15. 
 
Step-13: Next match the neighbor pixels row wise and then 
column wise. 
 
Step-14:   If the total pixel matching is greater than the 
threshold value, then continue and go to step 13. 
Else go to step 15. 
 
Step-15: Go to the next DB Image, and again check it from 
step1.  

III. EXAMPLE 

For matching two fingerprint images, first we need to 
convert   images (both DB Image and Final Image) into gray 
scale image and then  binary image, then we can  enter into 
step 1,because this algorithm is applicable on the binary 
format of images. 
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Step-1: 
Derive number of pixel along length and width. 
Here number of pixel along width= m = 40 
Here number of pixel along length= n = 36 
 

 
 
Step-2: 
Derive the centre position of the image. 
Here centre position= (p, q) = (m/2, n/2) = (40/2, 36/2) 

        = (20, 18). 
Step-3: 
Using centre position divides the image into four segments.  
 

      
 

            
Step-4: 
Derive number of pixel along length and width of the image 
segments. 
 

          
If the number of pixels along width or length is greater than 
10 then go to step1 and repeat step2 and step3. 
Here both in width and length number of pixel is greater 
than 10, so, repeat step1, step2 and step3. That means break 
the image segments into four segments again. 
 

     
 
Step-5: 
Take the upper left corner image segment (say A1) of the 
previous image segment A,  upper right corner image 
segment (say B1) of the previous image segment B, bottom 
right corner image segment (say C1) of the previous image 
segment C, bottom  left corner image segment (say D1) of 
the previous image segment D. 
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Step-5a: 
Here number of pixel along width and length of the image 
segments A1, B1, C1, D1 is not greater than 10. 
So we don’t have to go to the step 4. 
 
Step-5b: 
Here number of pixel along width and length of the image 
segment A1, B1, C1, D1 is less than and equal to 10. 
i.e. for segment A1  m=10 pixel, n=9pixel 
So fix up the segment A1 as final image segment. 
Same technique for segment B1, C1, D1 also. 
So we have to go to the step 6. 
 
Step-6: 
Using final image segment A1, traverse one DB Image pixel 
by pixel in row wise and then column wise. 
 

      
 

     

 
The same technique would be applied for segment B1, C1, D1 

also and one by one. 
 
Step-6a: 
For each traverse by segment A1,  store (a, b, c), where 
a= upper  left most pixel position,  
b= bottom right most pixel position and  
c= percentage of pixel match at that traverse. 
 

 

 
 
Here percentage of pixel match c = (6/9) * 100. 
Step-6b: 
For each traverse by segment B1,  store (d, e, f), where 
d= bottom left most pixel position and  
e=upper  right most pixel position,  
f= percentage of pixel match at that traverse. 
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Step-6c: 
For each traverse by segment B1,  store (g, h, i), where 
g= upper  left  most pixel position,  
h= bottom right most pixel position and  
i= percentage of pixel match at that traverse. 
 

 
 
Step-6d: 
For each traverse by segment B1,  store (j, k, l), where 
j= upper right  most pixel position,  
k= bottom left most pixel position and  
l= percentage of pixel match at that traverse. 
 

 
Step-7: 
For any two traverse with A1 store (a, b, c) where maximum 
pixel matching c is received, 
For any two traverse with B1 store (d, e, f) where maximum 
pixel matching f is received,  
For any two traverse with C1 store (g, h, i) where maximum 
pixel matching i is received,  
For any two traverse with D1 store (j, k, l) where maximum 
pixel matching l is received,  
 I.e. if for first step of traversing by A1 the value of c=80% 
and for second step of traversing the value of c=86%,then 
store the left most pixel position of second step traverse, and 
also store the maximum percentage of pixel match. 
In this way the maximum matched area from DB Image 
would be gained. 
 
Step-8:  
If any one of the maximum matching of pixel (i.e. any one 
of c, f, i or l) is greater than the threshold value which is 

previously given by coder, then go to step 9 that means next 
step. 
Else no need to proceed further to check that Db Image so 
go to step15. 
 
Step-9: 
Using the pixel positions of those image segment/s (whose 
percentage of pixel matching is greater than the threshold 
value), fix up the pixel chunk/s in the DB Image. If there 
exists only one chunk then go to step11 directly. Else go to 
step11.  
 
Step-10: 
Check those fixed up image segments in the DB Image to 
find the intersecting point/s or line between them. 
 
Step-10a:  
If the intersecting point/s or line is not found, then check 
those image segments individually and let all the segments 
are above threshold value. 
 

 
Step-10a1:  
If all image segments are above threshold value then take 
the segment with maximum matching and  go to step11. 
 

 
Step-10b:  
If the intersecting point/s or line are found,     then check the 
intersecting image segments.  

 
10b1: if all the image segments (those who have intersecting 
point/s or line) are above threshold value then combine 
those image segments and go to step11. 
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10b2: if any two image segments (those who have 
intersecting point/s or line) is above the threshold value and 
the rest are below threshold value, then combine only those 
image segments which are above threshold value then go to 
step11. 

 
   Or 

 
  
10b3: if one of the image segments (those who have 
intersecting point/s or line) is above the threshold value then 
no need to combine that image segment with another, take 
only that segment above threshold value. Then go to step 11. 
 

 

  
Step-11:  
Check the DB Image with the total area of four segment of 
the image segment (the segment may be single segment just 
like step 10a1 and step 10b3, or may be combined segment 
like step10a2 or step10b1 or step10b2) which has maximum. 
Then go to step 12. 
 

 
Step-12:  
After checking of four segments if the percentage of pixel 
matches above threshold value then go to next step. Else go 
to step 15. 
 
Step-13: 
Next match the neighbor pixels row wise and then column 
wise. 

 
  
Step-14:  
If the total pixel matching is greater than the threshold 
value, then continue and go to step 13. 
Else go to step 15. 
 
Step-15: If  the percentage of pixel matching does not match 
above threshold value at Step8 or at Step12 or at Step14 
then go to the next db image, and again check it from step1.  

IV. ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION 

Failure during the traverse time of DB Image using the 
image segment, cannot lead to proceed for further checking 
of that DB Image. So here in this algorithm, we selected 
four image segments from different position nearby centre 
area instead of one image segment to improve the 
efficiency. It is actually helpful than one image segment, 
because, if one or two or any three image segments does not 
match then the rest may be matched above threshold value 
during the traverse of DB Image. So there exists better 
probability of matching during traverse time. 
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